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This Week:




Illinois Century Network to Debut Services
Announcing New Competency Groups
‘Experience History’ with IHPA’s Innovative Mobile App

Illinois Century Network to Debut Services
The Illinois Century Network team will participate in the Illinois Computing
Educators Conference (ICE) next week, with the debut of their new bundled
services, as well as sharing valuable information on Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) attacks in this market. ICE is the leader in supporting and
promoting innovative education for the K‐12 community by enhancing learning through
technology. For more about ICN and the ICE Conference, please see the ICN Connection.
Announcing New Competency Groups
Encouraged by the success of the .Net group, five new competency groups are
being launched to engage DoIT employees across agencies with expertise in
specific focus areas. These include: Web/Mobile, GIS & Spatial, User
Interface/Design, Process Re‐engineering and Mainframe/Legacy Modernization.
Those interested in participating are encouraged to respond via the Competency
Group Survey. Additional competency areas will be coming soon.
‘Experience History’ with IHPA’s Innovative Mobile App
The Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) is announcing the release of their
new mobile app known as ‘Experience History’. The app brings history alive with
pictures and information and simplifies the process of finding information about
historic sites in Illinois. Additionally, ‘Experience History’ is the first to integrate
mobile payment functionality through the E‐Pay Program, which DoIT will be including in other
states sites in the future. The app is available now for download through iTunes and Google Play.

DoIT FYIs & Reminders
Q&A: Stephen Goldsmith Discusses Importance of Data Sharing with Illinois CIO Hardik Bhatt
Harvard Kennedy School Professor, Stephen Goldsmith, this week published an article
which details Illinois’ unprecedented journey to achieve an enterprise shared data
agreement among 13 Illinois state agencies.
As always, send questions to IT.Transformation@Illinois.gov

